Automatic object extraction over multiscale edge field for multimedia retrieval.
In this work, we focus on automatic extraction of object boundaries from Canny edge field for the purpose of content-based indexing and retrieval over image and video databases. A multiscale approach is adopted where each successive scale provides further simplification of the image by removing more details, such as texture and noise, while keeping major edges. At each stage of the simplification, edges are extracted from the image and gathered in a scale-map, over which a perceptual subsegment analysis is performed in order to extract true object boundaries. The analysis is mainly motivated by Gestalt laws and our experimental results suggest a promising performance for main objects extraction, even for images with crowded textural edges and objects with color, texture, and illumination variations. Finally, integrating the whole process as feature extraction module into MUVIS framework allows us to test the mutual performance of the proposed object extraction method and subsequent shape description in the context of multimedia indexing and retrieval. A promising retrieval performance is achieved, and especially in some particular examples, the experimental results show that the proposed method presents such a retrieval performance that cannot be achieved by using other features such as color or texture.